CONVENTIONAL CRANK ACTION PRESS
RAM-SET UNIVERSAL BRACKET MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

FIG. # 1
CONVENTIONAL CRANK ACTION PRESS
RAM-SET UNIVERSAL BRACKET MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

1. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
2. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
3. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
4. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
5. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
6. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).

NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS AND CLEARANCES ARE WITH RESPECT TO CLINCH-UP STD.

GUIDED PUSH ROD TYPE PRESS
RAM-SET UNIVERSAL BRACKET MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

FIG. # 2
GUIDED PUSH ROD TYPE PRESS
RAM-SET UNIVERSAL BRACKET MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

1. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
2. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
3. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
4. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
5. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).
6. ATTACH STEEL TO SURFACE OF FRAME WITH SCREW (FY01).

NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS AND CLEARANCES ARE WITH RESPECT TO CLINCH-UP STD.

SECTION B-B
SECTION D-D
SECTION C-C